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Hello! Let’s build your Aquarium

We’re going to keep a group of lovely fish, and feed them until they grow up.

Going on an adventure in the sea, if we come across a huge Pagurus, we should absolutely take it home!

Help the Mermaid and she will visit you sometimes. Your fish will love her songs!

Defeat the Pirate Shark and the Octopus King to make the sea safe again.

Take care of your Aquarium and relax : )
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Title: Ocean Wonder VR
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Game Hollywood
Publisher:
Game Hollywood
Release Date: 9 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows7 / 8.1 / 10 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 or GTX 1060 or better / AMD R9 290 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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ocean wonder vr

i like how it all looks. but the game is pretty barren. only one button on one of your motion controllers is used (the trigger) and
controller tracking isn't used either so it's weird that tracked motion control is the only input available. (shame i was hoping on
actually feeding fish.) instead it uses the headsets motion control to mark\/aim at things.
it runs well and i've seen worse games so i don't plan on refunding but i can't recommend it either
maybe in the future there will be more to it after a few updates.that is if they update.
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